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Building ‘future protectors’ of the environment today

     Something unusual happens when 
children step into the woods during a 
Kids Outdoors Otsego (KOO) hike: They 
slow down, fall silent, and let their senses 
guide them to new discoveries. 
“We like small groups because we 
encourage kids to take their time and 
explore their world closely,” said Sam 
Cornelius, KOO founder. “If they want to 
spend five minutes looking at mushrooms 
at one spot, we let them do it. To really 
appreciate and get to know the things 
you’re seeing, smelling and touching 
takes a little time.” 

Since 2010, Cornelius and co-founder Nancie Kersey have organized a handful of KOO events 
annually in the Gaylord area, encouraging families to explore their local surroundings year round 
through short, guided nature hikes close to home. 

On this and past hikes, kids make their own 
cardboard-tube binoculars and microscope-like 
“lookers” -- not necessarily to magnify anything but 
rather to frame a small piece of nature to focus on and 
admire up close, like bugs, moss and 
mushrooms.This particularly patient approach to 
outdoor adventure stems partly from Cornelius’ day 
job: For 20 years he’s worked with infants and 
toddlers with developmental delays, helping them and 
their parents address and overcome challenges 
associated with those disabilities. 

Most recently, KOO hosted a hike at Leonard Jensen 
Nature Trail, a short circuit of trails that, in October, 
was blooming with all kinds of colorful mushrooms 
and fungi erupting from the forest floor.

“Following a child’s lead and responding to what they do is good for child development in general and 
in nature,” Cornelius said. “I encourage parents to be responsive to their kids’ interests. It’s not only 
what we do on hikes but it’s a great way for parents to support their child’s development, whether 
they have special needs or not.”



“It’s not a new idea,” Cornelius said, “but Kids Outdoors 
Otsego is low tech, there’s no membership fee and no 
charges. If you have the right clothes on you’re good to 
go. It’s a very simple approach.” 

In his past job as a prevention consultant, he often 
used the outdoors as a therapeutic tool for clients 
undergoing substance-abuse treatment or 
weathering other rough patches in their personal 
lives. “They responded to it and that’s always 
resonated with me too,” he said. “Being outdoors is 
just good for us.”

The first KOO event was a snowshoe hike coinciding 
with Gaylord’s annual Family Fun Fair in 2010. 
Cornelius and Kersey put it together to offer an 
outdoor element to the indoor event. It was a hit. 
“After that, we started doing an activity every couple 
of months and people started asking us what our 
group was called,” he said.

“That’s when we finally came up with the name.” KOO follows in the shoes of groups like Boy Scouts, 
Girl Scouts and Outward Bound – all of which are on a much larger scale but were born from the 
realization that kids were spending more time indoors and skills were being lost.

“We certainly hope kids who are enjoying the 

outdoors in Michigan will be active protectors 

of it when they get older.”

Past KOO hikes have taken place on the shore of 
Pickerel Lake in the Pigeon River Country State Forest, 
HeadWaters Land Conservancy’s Sturgeon River 
Preserve, and at the Otsego Environmental Learning 
Site in Gaylord. At each one, KOO tries to leave the site 
better than it was found, and the kids often help by 
picking up trash they might find in the woods. Cornelius
sees it as a way for them to take ownership of their 
environment. 

“Kids who have a greater exposure to natural settings 
have a higher appreciation for it and tend to be more 
active in environmental and conservation activities as 
adults,” he said. “We certainly hope kids who are 
enjoying the outdoors in Michigan will be active
protectors of it when they get older.” 


